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What are they and should we use them now?



Would you feel annoyed if …
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Every time when 

applying the HEX code 

of the decided colours 

to a new element … you might need to look 

for it somewhere in 

your code



Have to amend all the 

assigned HEX codes 

When changing the 

colour scheme …



have to type the similar 

code again and again 

For making a similar 

layout or typography, 



CSS pre-processor

A scripting language that extends CSS and 
gets compiled into regular CSS syntax.



Most common CSS pre-processors



SASS: Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets 

• created in 2007 year by American programmer 
Hampton Catlin 

• The most mature CSS pre-processor 

• Two different syntaxes 



SASS SCSS



LESS: Leaner Style Sheets 

• created in 2009 year by Alexis Seller 

• The first version was written in Ruby 
the later version, replaced by JavaScript 

• Cross platform 



LESS

Development of CSS pre-processors 

SASS SCSS
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Install the SASS extension on Visual Studio Code



Create a 
SCSS file

Coding

Click this 
button

Compiled to a 
CSS file  

automatically



Nesting

 SCSS      CSS     



Variables

 SCSS     
 CSS     



Colour

 SCSS      CSS     



@mixin & @include

 SCSS      CSS     



Function - Calculation

 SCSS      CSS     



LOOPS // MATHS // ARGUMENTS …

SASS: Documentation for more

https://sass-lang.com/documentation


Should we learn / use them now?



As a newbie of web design



• practice more on coding vanilla CSS, rather than start using extension at the 
early learning stage 

• Similar syntaxes between CSS and CSS pre-processors may cause confusion 
and misuse 



As a student with some prior learning



• Many external functions containing some programming concepts 
e.g. if else and loops on JavaScript 

• It would be better to use it after we have learned JavaScript



Self-assessment

1. Are you confident in using CSS?  

2. Do you have basic knowledge of any programming language? 

3. Are you building a big project? 

4. Are you able to debug by yourself when there is something wrong 

with your code?

Should you use them now?


